
“According to Boehmen the world was nothing else than
the relievo the print of a seal of an invisible world concealed in
his own bosom.” See Penhoen vol. 1 p 123
His world was a bible in relief and Swedenborg’s “Rela-

tions” will hold because human mind cannot if it would write
anything but human mind.

I add to what was said at bottom of last page, that when in our
discontent with the pedantry of scholars, we prefer farmers, &
when, suspecting their conservatism, we hearken after the hard
words of drovers & Irishmen, this is only subjective or relative
criticism, this is alkali to our acid, or shade to our too much
sunshine; but abide with these and you will presently find they
are the same men you left. A coat has cheated you.

When we see an Abolitionist or a special Reformer, we feel
like asking him What right have you Sir to your one virtue? Is
virtue piecemeal? This is like a costly scarf or a jewel on the
rags of a beggar.

“Kepler’s science was a strange alliance of that sublime science
of antiquity which proceeded by inspiration with that modern
science which measures compares analyses” Penhoen.

—
Reading Herrick I feel how rich is nature & his art of poetry.

I see that here is work & beauty enough to justify a man for
quitting all else & sitting down with the Muses. Did not Cae-
sar say to the Egyptian priest Come I will quit army, Empire,
& all if you will show me the fountains of the Nile. Well all
topics are indifferent: you may reach the centre by boring a
shaft from any point on the surface, with equal ease. And yet in
this instance of poetry the provocation is not that the Law is
there but the means are alluring.

—
28 January 1842
Yesterday night at 15 minutes after eight my little Waldo ended
his life.

30 Jan What he looked upon is better, what he looked not
upon is insignificant. The morning of Friday I woke at 3
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oclock, & every cock in every barnyard was shrilling with the
most unnecessary noise. The sun went up the morning sky
with all his light, but the landscape was dishonored by this
loss. For this boy in whose remembrance I have both slept &
awaked so oft, decorated for me the morning star, & the
evening cloud, how much more all the particulars of daily
economy; for he had touched with his lively curiosity every
trivial fact & circumstance in the household the hard coal &
the soft coal which I put into my stove; the wood of which he
brought his little quota for grandmothers fire, the hammer,
the pincers, & file, he was so eager to use; the microscope, the
magnet, the little globe, & every trinket & instrument in the
study; the loads of gravel on the meadow the nests in the hen-
house and many & many a little visit to the doghouse and to
the barn,—For every thing he had his own name & way of
thinking his own pronunciation & manner. And every
word came mended from that tongue. A boy of early
wisdom, of a grave & even majestic deportment, of a perfect
gentleness

Every tramper that ever tramped is abroad but the little feet
are still
He gave up his little innocent breath like a bird

Dear Waldo

He dictated a letter to his cousin Willie on Monday night to
thank him for the Magic Lantern which he had sent him, and
said I wish you would tell Cousin Willie that I have so many
presents that I do not need that he should send me any more
unless he wishes to very much.

The boy had his full swing in this world Never I think did a
child enjoy more he had been thoroughly respected by his
parents & those around him & not interfered with; and he had
been the most fortunate in respect to the influences near him
for his Aunt Elizabeth had adopted him from his infancy &
treated him ever with that plain & wise love which belongs to
her and, as she boasted, had never given him sugar plums.
So he was won to her & always signalized her arrival as a visit
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to him & left playmates playthings & all to go to her. Then
Mary Russell had been his friend & teacher for two summers
with true love & wisdom. Then Henry Thoreau had been one
of the family for the last year, & charmed Waldo by the variety
of toys whistles boats popguns & all kinds of instruments
which he could make & mend; & possessed his love & respect
by the gentle firmness with which he always treated him. Mar-
garet Fuller & Caroline Sturgis had also marked the boy & ca-
ressed & conversed with him whenever they were here.
Meantime every day his Grandmother gave him his reading
lesson & had by patience taught him to read & spell; by pa-
tience & by love for she loved him dearly.

Sorrow makes us all children again destroys all differences of
intellect The wisest knows nothing

It seems as if I ought to call upon the winds to describe
my boy, my fast receding boy, a child of so large & generous
a nature that I cannot paint him by specialties, as I might an-
other.

“Are there any other countries?” Yes “I wish you to name
the other countries” so I went on to name London, Paris, Am-
sterdam, Cairo, &c But HDT well said in allusion to his large
way of speech that “his questions did not admit of an answer;
they were the same which you would ask yourself”

He named the parts of the toy house he was always building
by fancy names which had a good sound as “the Interspeg-
lium” & “the Coridaga” which names he told Margaret “the
children could not understand.”

If I go down to the bottom of the garden it seems as if some
one had fallen into the brook.

Every place is handsome or tolerable where he has been.
Once he sat in the pew.

His house he proposed to build in summer of burs & in
winter of snow
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“My music,” he said, “makes the thunder dance;” for it
thundered when he was blowing his willow whistle.

Mamma, may I have this bell which I have been making, to
stand by the side of my bed.
Yes it may stand there.

But Mamma I am afraid it will alarm you. It may sound in the
middle of the night and it will be heard over the whole town,
it will be louder than ten thousand hawks it will be heard
across the water, and in all the countries. It will be heard all
over the world.
It will sound like some great glass thing which falls down &

breaks all to pieces.

Waldo asked If the strings of the harp open when he touches
them?

—
I have seen the poor boy when he came to a tuft of violets in
the wood, kneel down on the ground, smell of them, kiss
them, & depart without plucking them.
For marriage find somebody that was born near the time

when you were born.

Wisdom with his solar eye. His look was classification.

Is it not droll to see Plato visiting Hipparchus & he inquir-
ing whether he had brought him some Bird? or Cineas the En-
tomologist & he inquiring if he had brought him a wasp or a
spider?

As if one needed eyes in order to see. Look at yonder tree
which the Sun has drawn out of the ground by its continual
love & striving towards him and which now spreads a hundred
arms, a thousand boughs in gratitude basking in his presence.
Does that not see? It sees all over, with every leaf & every
blossom.

I am not a man to read books, but one receiving that which
books are written to report, said the Poet.
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